... . resonance is detected through the distribution of nuclear radiations, was sug-
gested by Bloembergen and Temmer and first observed in nuclei oriented by thermal equilibrium methods by Matthias and Holliday~2 It was used to study 3 . relaxation in ferromagnetic metals, a phenomenon that has also been studied by . 4 nonresonant methods.
In 1964 Cameron et al. 5 suggested that, for nuclei relaxing in a metal through interaction with conduction electrons, the spin-lattice relaxation time T 1 will approach a constant value at temperatures low. enough that the magnetic quantum yH is larger than kT. This effect was observed by Brewer et al., who
reported it in abbreviated form in 1968. 6 These authors made a detailed interpretation of their relaxation data in terms of simple rate equations, finding · . 7 8 multiexponential decay of the orientation parameters. ' They found that T 1 was no longer a useful relaxation time at very low temperatures, however, and 6o their data in CoFe were interpreted in terms of a single exponential decay constant.
The body of this paper is divided into three parts. Section II contains a detailed discussion of the rate-equation approach to a relaxation theory for oriented nuclei, with emphasis on the physical significance of the singleexponential fit at very low temperatures. Several applications to experimental data are given in Sec. III. Section IV contains a brief discussion of the extent ~ to which resonant destruction of nuclear orientation may be achieved through frequency modulation.
ld ',, The theory of longitudinal, or spin-lattice, relaxation of oriented nuclei is discussed in this section. The effect of relaxation on the time evolution of statistical tensors· in the high-temperatUre limit is reviewed and its modifications for finite temperatures is considered. For nuclei in metals -+ -+ relaxing through AS·I interactions with conduction electrons, it is shown that the characteristic relaxation time in the low-temperature limit is temperatureindependent and equal to kC/hvi, where C .is the high-temperature Korringa constant (C ,;:: T 1 T) and v is the Larmor frequency.
The rate-equation interpretation is described below essentially as it . . . Using the Liouville-space formalism, Gabriel 9 developed a general theory of relaxation, which gives the results discussed below as a special case. More . . 10 11 recently Hartmann-Boutron and SpanJaard ' have also discussed this problem, obtaining the same results. Two other analyses of experimental measurements--in 60 coco 12 and in 60 coFe and 60 coNi 13 --have also been made. These later 9-11 theoretical approaches are more general than ours. They can easily treat cases entailing transverse relaxation, for example. In application to the present problem, however, only longitudinal relaxation is involved, and the three approaches give identical equations. Thus we shall retain the simpler formu-6-8 lation of Brewer, et al.
A. The. Question of Spin Temperature in Ferromagnetic Metals
Spin systems relax differently when a spin temperature exists .than when one does not. Although both cases are treated below, it seems useful to discuss first whether spin temperatures are expected in NMR/ON experiments. .and that first-order perturbation theory is applicable.
• Here S is an effective electron-spin operator that can be related to either the orbital or spin operator of conduction electrons, or to both. The discussion below is quite general, requiring only that the nuclei relax by exchanging energy with a degenerate Fermi gas, via magnetic dipole transitions. If the nuclear energy levels are equally spaced by hv and the lm = -I ) state lies lowest, we may write for the transition probabilities between states lm ) and lm + 1 )
. .
00
. 
where xL = hv/kTL. It is easily shown, by choosing I = 1/2, substituting into Eq.
(3)' and comparing with the rate e<iuatibhs in the high-temperature limit' that B = ( 2kC) -l, where C is the high-temperature Korringa constant ( T 1 T = C). Thus the downward transition probability contains two parts, a ternperature-dependent part which.is equal to the upward probability (in analogy to stimulated emission and absorption) and a temperature-independent part, analogous to spontaneous emission. Here temperature plays a role analogous to the occupation of the radiation field in photon processes. . .
When a spin temperature exists, it is easy to calculate its time evolution through that of a thermodynamic property such as the internal energy, E, of the spin system. Thus for a system of N spins
After substituting from Eq. (3), using the relation we have
and rearranging,
where we have used the fact that the coefficient of pi vanishes in order to extend the sum to m = I. Using the expressions for average values Trp = 1, Tr(mp) = <m), Tr(m 2 p) = <m 2 )
the sum may be performed, to yield
Combining Eq. .
where T]J = kC/hVI, a temperature-independept relaxation constant that is discussed in part G of this section.
D.· Relaxation With No Spin Temperature
For most experiments in which nuclear radiations· are used to study nuclear spin-iattice relaxation, the active nuclei are present in such low concentration that they may be taken as independent. Let us again consider nuclei in a metal, subject to a relaxation interaction of the form .
•
{pm} that n1easure the deviation of the elements pm from their equilibrium 0 . values pm, (12) .
Since pm = 0 at equilibrium, Eqs. (4) and (12) 
-I (or
we can use the corresponding label A which runs from zero to 2I). Then Eq.
(13) can be written
where F is & "tridiagonal" I)latrix with nonzero elements 
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The factor -XL e in the "upward" transitions assures that detailed balance obtains at equilibrium.
The general solution of Eq. (14) has the forni:
If F has orthonormalized eigenvectors n and corresponding eigenvalues 
or, in component forin,
It is instructive to discuss separately the solutions for the high-and lowtemperature limits as well as those for intermediate temperatures.
E. The· High-Temperature Limit·
When xL <~ 1, the F matrix is symmetric about both diagonals, and is Hermitian. The eigenvector matrix U is thus unitary. F has the form I ) .
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. ( 22) In fact for . p~O) = (2I + 1)-l (equal populations at equilibrium) and using the synunetry properties of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, we have m'
=...;1
Combining Eqs. (18) and (23), and left-multiplying by U , we have
..;.12-
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•· (24) These well-known results were first given, in somewhat different form, by
Abraga.m and Pound 19 in connection with the· effects of spin-lattice relaxation on the angular correlation of y rays. Those authors found that their perturbation factor in~~(t) decayed, under an AI·S interaction, with a single · -kAt exponential decay law, e , with (in our notation)
After substituting for the Rac£i.h coefficient W(IlAI;Il) and accounting for con- There is nothing in the structure of U · that depends uniquely on the -+ -+ AI· S int~action. In fact U will reduce a more general transition matrix =·· to its diagonal form GH,
Of course Eqs~ (18} and (24) will still hold, and the ·p~'S· will therefore each follow single exponential decay, provided that perturbation theory is applicable. Abragam and Pound gave an explicit expression for the decay constant arising from randomly oriented, axially-symmetric quadrupole pertUrbations, for example.
We note that for a system in which both AI·S and quadrupole relaxation was present, the transition matrices would simply add, a.nd, from Eq. (26), so
..
would the decay constants.
-+-+ Thus the high-temperature expression for AI· S relaxations, obtained by combining Eq. (10) with Eq. ( 24):
18 which is relevant to this paper, is only one instance of a more general result.
A special case that is contained in Eq. (27) is the Korringa Law for A = 1
This expression is applicable in conventional ]Thffi, in which the magnetization + .
-+ .
1
M is studied, because M transforms as the first-rank tensor p 0 .
F. Intermediate Temperatures
As the lattice temperature is lowered through the region xL '\..·1/I (not, as we shall see later, xL rv 1), the relaxation behavior changes dramatically.
The matrix F loses its symmetries about both diagonals, and takes the form 
but it seems preferable to seek a different quantity that can .serve as a more useful relaxation time. Such a quantity is discussed in the next section.
Brewer, et al. analyzed their data in two ways. First, the radiation intensity W(8 = O,t) was followed as the nuclei relaxes to the lattice ternperature after resonant excitation, and the data were fitted to the function
to obtain the parameter T~, an "effective" spin~lattice relaxation time. 6
Secondly, the relaxation theory outlined in Eqs. The two smallest nonzero rate constants, having the values hvi/kC, will tend to determine the rate of change of all observables as the lattice temperature approaches absolute zero, provided that secular equilibrium is established. In most practical experimental situA-tions the initial conditions will lead to secular equilibrium rather quickly, and T~ as obtained f'rom a single-exponential analysis will closely approach its low-temperature limiting value 
We shall call T~ the m!3£inet~c spin-lattice relEi,Xation time •. In the low-temperature limit T~ plays a role which is similar to, but more general than, that of T is analogous to the Korringa relation T 1 T = C, but expresses the fact that the relaxation rate depends on the magnetic, rather than thermal, energy. Equation Table I the value so obtained is compared with a value estimated from T~, using Ti ~ T~ = kC/hVI, and with the value given by Spanjaard, et a1. 13 56 CoFe. Table I and compared with results obtained by other workers. Examination of the last three columns of Table I Table I is not yet available. FUrther work is necessary to.
establish where the. errors lie in .each case.
• -27 . . . . . ..
• ., . Table I c from C from slope given parenthetically. -100
• I • .... 
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